CERTIFYING STAFF AUTHORIZING CERTIFICATE

This Authorization constitutes the evidence of the scope of the authorization of Certifying Staff in accordance with the applicable regulation, e.g. EASA Part 145.A.35, etc.

The scope of this Authorization may in no case exceed the privileges of the applicable personal license, e.g. JAR-66/Part-66 AML, Swiss FOCA S, BCAR AML, etc.

The validity period of this Authorization will in no case exceed the expiry date of the personal license and will be issued for a period of maximum one (1) year.

Privileges can be exercised only in the respect of such aircraft, aircraft systems, aircraft components and/or specialized services, regarding aircraft registrations as specified in this herein. The privileges may only be exercised during the validity period of this Authorization whilst employed by Jet Aviation AG, Basel.

The holder must use the Authorization Reference No. for identification purposes when performing the privileges of this Authorization Certificate, i.e. when issuing a Certificate of Release to Service i.a.w. the applicable regulation, e.g. EASA Part 145.A.55(a), etc.